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Executive Summary
ASG has been engaged by the NZ Environment Protection Authority (EPA) to conduct a review of
the Todoroski Air Sciences (TAS) ‘Air Dispersion Modelling of Methyl Bromide for the Decision
Making Committee’ of November 2020. This modelling report follows the hearing for the modified
reassessment of methyl bromide, with consideration of the parameters, model choices and inputs as
requested by the Decision Making Committee (DMC) in the Direction and Minute WGT023 and
WGT024, and as agreed to in the Joint statement of experts in the field of air dispersion modelling.
The DMC has requested that the review should be limited to reviewing errors in the modelling itself,
such as identifying if inaccuracies are introduced due to errors in the modelling program, output
processing or other issues with the operation of modelling or processing of data. The DMC has
emphasised that it is not requesting a review of the selection of modelling protocol, processing
procedure, or the assessment and conclusion of the modelling output, except where a decision by the
modeller results in a fundamental error.
ASG has conducted a thorough review of the TAS modelling report as well as the model files that
were provided. The results of the review are that the TAS model is underpredicting the methyl
bromide concentrations by at least 20-50% for each ship hold and for log piles, especially in the near
field < 300m which reduces to around 10% out to 2km.
ASG does not recommend any new modelling. The TAS modelling has already shown that methyl
bromide assessed at the 99.9th percentile regardless of application rate and recapture, would exceed
the 1-hour TEL limit of 3,900 µg/m3 at various distances from the modelled source. These same
results can be simply extrapolated by 30% out to 300m for both ship holds and log piles, together or
combined, and then 8% thereafter out to 2km for ship holds.
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1. Introduction and Overview
1.1 Introduction
ASG has been engaged by the NZ Environment Protection Authority (EPA) to conduct a review of
the Todoroski Air Sciences (TAS) ‘Air Dispersion Modelling of Methyl Bromide for the Decision
Making Committee’ of November 2020. This modelling report follows the hearing for the modified
reassessment of methyl bromide, with consideration of the parameters, model choices and inputs as
requested by the Decision Making Committee (DMC) in the Direction and Minute WGT023 and
WGT024, and as agreed to in the Joint statement of experts in the field of air dispersion modelling.

1.1.1

Background

Between the 11 and 17 August 2020, the hearing for the modified reassessment of methyl bromide
occurred, in which the DMC heard from the applicant, EPA submitters, and the associated witnesses
nominated by those parties. On the 17th August 2020, the DMC adjourned the hearing to consider all
evidence before it. The DMC decided that there were aspects of the dispersion modelling that
required additional information. On the 28th August 2020, the DMC directed TAS to conduct
additional air dispersion modelling as per Direction and Minute WGT023. TAS then posed some
questions to seek clarity from the DMC on 11 September 2020. As a result of this a new Direction and
Minute, WGT024 was produced which further defined the objectives of the TAS modelling. These
are listed in points 1 – 4 below for brevity.
1. The DMC requests that additional air dispersion modelling to provide information on or an
assessment of the following points.
a. The wind speed or conditions in which ventilation should be delayed. In particular the
DMC requests that this information address the effects of unstable, no or low wind
conditions and their impact on methyl bromide dispersion.
b. The buffer zones which would be required to ensure that the 1-hour TEL is met under
the dispersion occurring in these scenarios, based on the 99.9th percentiles.
2. The DMC requests that modelling should occur using the parameters, model choices, and
inputs agreed to in the joint statements reporting on the expert conferencing, and used in the
June 2020 SEC modelling, unless super ceded by other information in this Direction and
Minute.
3. The DMC requests that isopleths be produced illustrating the figures from the modelling to
assist in deriving potential buffer zones for different fumigation scenarios.
4. The DMC has directed the additional modelling to gain a better understanding of how different
recapture rates, on different percentage of log stacks, at different treatment rates would affect
potential buffer zones.
Two reports have been produced since the Joint statement of experts. The first was that
conducted by Sullivan Environmental Consulting (SEC), who produced a report in August 2020
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titled. ‘Modelling Report for Methyl Bromide Exposures for Timber Fumigation at the Port of
Tauranga, New Zealand’. The second report is this one, written by TAS November 2020,
Dispersion Modelling Report.
The DMC has considered that ASG is an appropriate party to review the new modelling from
TAS. The DMC has requested that the review should be limited to reviewing errors in the
modelling itself, such as identifying if inaccuracies are introduced due to errors in the modelling
program, output processing or other issues with the operation of modelling or processing of data.
The DMC has emphasised that it is not requesting a review of the selection of modelling protocol,
processing procedure, or the assessment and conclusion of the modelling output, except where a
decision by the modeller results in a fundamental error.

1.2 This Report
This report is divided into three sections. The first one, this one, is the Introduction, followed by the
Review in Section 2, and the Summary in Section 3. Appendices of key review material is included at
the rear of the document.
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2. Review of TAS (2020) Air Discharge Model
This section is broken up into key subject matters such as; Meteorological data; Emissions of log piles
and ship holds; Modelling Scenarios; Source Characterization of log piles and ship holds; Receptors;
CALPUFF model control file. The review has taken into account both the TAS report and the TAS
model files.

2.1 Meteorological Data
The TAS modelling used the Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Atmospheric Sciences Global 3-year,
three dimensional meteorological model data set from 2014 – 2016. The use of this meteorological
data set for all future methyl bromide modelling was agreed to in the Joint statement of experts in the
field of air dispersion modelling. Therefore, no further assessment of the meteorological data has
been considered here.

2.2 Emissions


TAS provided an Emission spreadsheet titled ‘EMISS_CALCULATION.XLSX. The
spreadsheet includes the scenarios modelled and the source characteristics as well as the vent
and desorption.
Comment. The parameters in the spreadsheet are consistent with the model control files.



Section 3.4 Emission estimation. The first sentence of the first paragraph says that TAS has
modelled ship and log ventilations from the Port of Tauranga between the hours of 7am and
7pm.
Comment. It is understood that all log stack ventilations will generally occur between the
hours of 7am and 7pm. This is consistent with the Joint statement. However, ship holds were
to be modelled at nighttime only, starting at 10pm, where each hold is opened every 2 hours.
It is not clear if this is an error in the TAS report or not. Examination of the files show that
ships were modelled at night and during the day.

2.2.1 Log piles


Three initial methyl bromide treatment rates of 40 g/m3, 72 g/m3 and 120 g/m3 have been
considered with recapture rates associated with the capture of methyl bromide following the
fumigation period of up to 90% recapture. The recapture of methyl bromide is applied to
50%, 75% or 100% of log stacks and 100% in ships. A retention rate of 50% of the original
concentration at the start of the ventilation is assumed to remain in the logs. Log stacks were
modelled over a 3-hour period. In the first hour, 50% of the concentration, 47% of the methyl
bromide in the headspace is released with 3% released from log desorption. For the
remaining two hours 1% of the original applied amount was released through desorption from
the treated timber.
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Comment. ASG understands the modelled scenarios are not exactly the same as those agreed
in the three rounds of expert conferencing. ASG agrees with the 3 application rate scenarios
modelled. However, ASG would have liked to have seen a scenario when zero recapture on
any of the log piles occurs. Zero recapture on all log piles is not an unrealistic scenario as
there are times on the Port when log recapture cannot occur, due to the physical layout of the
logs, or due to other unexpected obstructions preventing access of the fumigation to the piles
on the Port. ASG agrees with the assumptions that 50% of the original applied methyl
bromide is available for release where 47% is released in the first hour.

2.2.2 Ship holds


Ship holds were allowed to emit methyl bromide over 12 hours. It was assumed that one hold
was opened every two hours. During the first hour, 21% of the original concentration is
released during ventilation assuming 17.5% headspace loss and 3.5% released from log
desorption. During the second hour, 18% of the original concentration is released during
ventilation assuming 17.5% headspace loss and 05% released from log desorption. For the
remaining 10 hours, 1% of the initial dose is released from log desorption.
Comment. These assumptions for ship holds have been discussed, and are acceptable. TAS
has 24 variable emission files to represent 5 ship holds in each, one file for each hour of the
day. In each file each ship hold is released 2 hours apart in consecutive order with the
emission from each hold spread over 12 hours. The variable nature of each ship holds for
hour 00h is shown in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1.

Diurnal ship holds emissions for hour 00h.
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2.3 Modelling Scenarios
Section 3.5 of the TAS report discusses the model scenarios. It is acknowledged these scenarios
differ from the original scenarios specified in the Joint statement, and are as per the DMC Direction
and Minutes WGT023 and WGT024. TAS makes the following points;
- Ventilation events of log piles can occur at various locations within the permissible
fumigation area at the Port with a number of different log stack ventilations occurring over a
day period and with multiple ventilations occurring in close proximity.
- Log stacks and ship holds are not concurrently ventilated at the Port of Tauranga. They have
been modelled here to demonstrate the impacts of methyl bromide should such an event
occur.
- Each hour between 7am and 7pm has been assumed a release hour. Each release hour is
independent and there are no residual impacts from the preceding or following hours.
ASG acknowledges and accepts these points.
TAS has presented the model scenarios in Table 3.2. This table has been included below as Table 21, for brevity. ASG has included a final column of notes.
Table 2-1.

Modelling Scenarios. (TAS Table 3.2)
Log stack
treatmen
t rate
(g/m3)

Ship
treatmen
t rate
(g/m3)

Log stack
recap
rate (%)

Ship
recap
rate (%)

Fraction
of log
stacks
recapture
is applied
to (%)

No. of
log
stacks

Scenario

Description

1

Worst case logs &
ships

120

120

30

0

50

6

2

Worst case logs
only

120

-

30

-

50

6

-

120

-

0

-

-

72

72

30

0

50

6

72

-

30

-

50

6

-

72

-

0

-

-

-

72

-

50

-

-

72

72

60

0

50

6

72

72

60

50

50

6

72

-

60

-

50

6

-

72

-

0

-

-

3
4
5
6a
6b
7a
7b
8
9

Worst case ship
only
More likely high
case log & ship
More likely high
case log only
More likely high
case ship only
Ship only
Likely future high
case log & ship
Log & ship
Likely future high
case log only
Likely future high
case ship only
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ASG
Comments

Zero
recapture is
still occurring
for log stacks
Zero
recapture is
still occurring
for log stacks
Agree
Agree
Agree
Agree
Future case
Agree
Agree, Future
ship case
Agree
Agree

72

72

60

0

75

5

10b
10c

Likely future
moderate case log
& ship
Log & ship
Log & ship

120
72

120
72

90
90

50
50

100
100

6
6

10d

Log & ship

40

40

90

50

100

6

10a

Agree

72

-

60

-

75

3

11b
11c

Likely future
moderate case log
only
Log only
Log only

120
72

-

90
90

-

100
100

6
6

11d

Log only

40

-

90

-

100

6

12

Logs buffer worst
case, 3 log stacks

120

-

30

-

50

3

13

Logs buffer worst
case, 1 log stack

120

-

30

-

50

1

13b, c

Logs buffer worst
case, 1 log stack

120

-

0 and
30%

-

na

1

-

40

-

0

-

-

120

-

0

-

50

6

11a

14
15

Ship only buffer
low
0% recapture,
worst case logs
only

Is 90% log
recapture
even possible
when 30% is
current, and
zero %
recapture for
ship holds?
Agree

Is 90% log
recapture
even possible
when 30% is
current
This assumes
30% recapture
happens on
50% of logs. Is
this really
worst case?
Buffer needs
to be assessed
on worst case
log stack,
which is when
zero recapture
occurs with a
a high
application
rate
Agree

Comment. ASG has the following reservations;
- There appears to be no cases of zero recapture on all 1 or 6 log piles. Ventilation episodes
where no recapture occurs on any log pile is still occurring at the Port.
- 90% recapture to the log piles as per 10b, 10c, 10d, 11b, 11c, 11d seems unrealistic. Is
recapture of 90% even going to be possible, when currently only 30% recapture is currently
guaranteed by the applicant. If 90% recapture is achievable then there ought to be a time
frame linked to such recapture. Otherwise it might take an additional 10+ years, which by
that time new technology will be available that is more efficient, safe and cost effective, such
as bark removal or a lower application rate (i.e., < 40 g/m3).
- Further, to the above, 50% recapture for ship holds as per 6b, 7b, 10b, 10c, 10d also seems
unrealistic, when currently no recapture occurs. Is recapture of 50% of ship holds even
possible? Similarly, to the point above this percentage recapture for ship holds needs to be
linked to a time frame.
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-

ASG has included a 13b case for buffer distance assessment. This scenario has zero recapture
for a single log pile. Zero recapture is still currently occurring on the Port.
Log stacks and ship hold ventilations should not occur simultaneously (as per TAS Scenarios
1, 4, 7 10), because of the high risk of methyl bromide drift. It is understood that the
applicant prefers to fumigate ship holds at night partly because there are few people around.
Similarly, the applicant prefers to fumigate log stacks during the day. In the Beca Assessment
of Environmental Effect, ‘RM19-0663 2019-20-30 Final Genera Ltd – Air Discharge Consent
Renewal Application 29 October 2019’ the applicant put forward a recommendation for
future consent consideration where ship hold fumigations would occur at nighttime starting at
10pm with each ship hold being opened two hours apart. This is a sensible practical control
to prevent simultaneous ship and log stack fumigations, and was the main reason ship hold
ventilations were specified to occur at night, starting at 10pm as was specified in the Joint
statement.

ASG considers Scenarios 15, 2, 5, 8 and 11a for logs most valid (from most conservative to future),
this includes high application rates of 120 g/m 3 and moderate application rates of 72 g/m3. These
scenarios also consider between 0% recapture on 50% of the logs, 30% recapture on 50% of the logs
and 60% recapture on 50% and 75% of all logs. These scenarios capture the logs in the current
situation as well as in the foreseeable future.
ASG considers Scenarios 3, 6a (same as 9) and 14 the most valid for ship hold fumigations. These
scenarios include high application rates of 120 g/m3, moderate application rates of 72 g/m3, and a
realistic low application rate of 40 g/m3. None of these scenarios consider recapture, which is
currently what is occurring. It is understood that ship hold recapture is very difficult and is not
considered a viable option any time in the near future. It is possible that more feasible options such
as a low application rate, or more efficient debarking could come before any progress on ship hold
recapture. Scenarios that involve > 60% log pile recapture and >30% ship fumigation recapture need
to be capped within a time frame.
In summary, ASG is not recommending any new modelling and recognizes that all the experts have
different opinions in determining the ‘best’ and ‘preferred’ model scenarios. The scenarios listed in
TAS table cover a wide range of high, most likely high, moderate, and most likely. Therefore, they
are sufficient for this reanalysis.

2.4 Source Characterization
2.4.1 Log piles


Each log pile was determined to be 60m long by 6m wide and 6m long and 5m high. The
volume of each log pile is 1800m3. Each log pile was split into 6 equal square volume
sources of 6m x 6m x 5m high and 180m3. Each log pile was separated from the next log pile
by 1m. The log piles were located on the centre of the wharf.
Comment. The characterization of the log piles as small square volume sources is correct and
is consistent with the Joint statement. The central location of the log piles on the wharf is
acceptable.
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The initial horizontal and vertical dilution parameters (sigma y and sigma z) given to each
square volume source was, sigma y = 2.33m and sigma z = 1.16.
Comment. The January 2020 Joint statement suggested sigma y should be the diagonal length
of the square volume source. Unfortunately, this is not actually correct. A better choice of
parameters would have been sigma y = 2.7m and sigma z = 2.32m. Sigma y of 2.7m is
consistent with (US EPA) volume line source represented as adjacent volumes, while sigma z
is the vertical dimension of the source divided by 2.15m.
The choice of parameters used by TAS underpredict the concentration from the source out to
approximately 130m by anywhere between 8% at 120m and 26% at 20m. This is most likely
due to the underestimation of sigma z, rather than sigma y. TAS values have underestimated
the concentrations in the very near field, but beyond > 130m the concentrations using the
TAS options are slightly higher by approximately 8% out to 2km downwind. Note, there is
no exactly correct method for the choice of sigma y and sigma z. The available literature on
the subject matter is few and far between and mostly old. Generally, the values recommended
by the US EPA (suggested here) are the best ones to use when unsure. However, it is
important that these measures are conservative in the near field especially if the modelling is
being used to assess separation distances.



The effective height of each log pile source was set at 5m.
Comment. The first Joint statement suggested that the effective stack height (He) for logs
should be set at 3m. However, in reality the effective stack height is correct anywhere
between 3m and 5m and likely varies with meteorological conditions. Therefore, the choice of
5m to represent He is acceptable.



Each log pile was aligned in a west-east direction.
Comment. Figure 2-2 is a plot of the log pile individual sources used to represent 6 log pile
stacks that are orientated west to east along the wharf. This is correct as per Figure 2-3,
which shows that the log piles are orientated west-east. This is very important for ‘along’
wind direction.
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Figure 2-2.

Log pile sources as used in the TAS model. 6 log piles were modelled where each log pile was
made up of 10 individual square 6m x 6m sources. The log piles were correctly orientated westeast along the Port.

Figure 2-3.

Actual log piles on the Tauranga Wharf. Note that they are aligned west-east. This is significant
for all along wind flow regimes.
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2.4.2 Ship Holds


Each ship hold was determined to be 22m long by 22m wide and 20m high. The volume of
each ship hold is 9728 m3.
Comment . It is understood that the depth of the ship holds containing the logs is around 15m
– 20m deep. However, the top of the ship holds is level with the main deck of the boat which
is at ~8m above sea level. The TAS modelling has the effective height of the ship holds at
20.1m above a base elevation of 5.3m, for the first ship hold, and 8.6m for Hold 4. Table 2-2
shows the total height of the ship holds in the TAS modelling compared to the actual height of
each ship hold. These differences between modelled and actual source release height are
significant. The actual source release heights are 17.4m lower for Hold 1 and 20.7m for Hold
4 than modelled. The consequence of this is to underpredict the methyl bromide
concentrations for the following reasons;
a) The wind speed at 20m is going to always be stronger than the wind speed
at 8m. The result is much more rapid dispersion than is actually occurring.
b) The vertical wind speed gradient is strongest in the surface layers (up till
approximately 30m+), after which the vertical speed gradient is not as
steep. This means that there is a big difference in wind speed for small
increments in source height < 30m than for sources > 30m. The effect on
predicted concentrations will therefore be significant. Figure 2-4 shows the
difference in predicted concentration between TAS parameters and the
correct parameters.

Table 2-2.
Ship
hold no.
Hold 1
Hold 2
Hold 3
Hold 4
Hold 5

Height of ship hold releases and base elevations.
Effective
height of
source
20.1
20.1
20.1
20.1
20.1

TAS Modelling
Base
elevation
(m)
5.3
6.4
7.5
8.6
8.0

Total
height of
ship hold
25.4
26.5
27.6
28.7
28.1

Effective
height of
source
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
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Correct Modelling
Base
Total height of
elevation
ship hold
(m)
0.0
8.0
0.0
8.0
0.0
8.0
0.0
8.0
0.0
8.0

Figure 2-4.



1 ship hold (#4) using TAS source characteristics (release height of 20.1m and base elevation
8.6m), vs. correct release height of 8.0m and base elevation of 0m.

The initial horizontal and vertical dilution parameters (sigma y and sigma z) given to each
ship hold was sigma y = 5.12m and sigma z = 4.67m
Comment. The choice of 5.12m for the initial horizontal dilution is a reasonable choice and is
consistent with US EPA practice. However, it is not clear the reason TAS chose the initial
vertical dilution to be 4.67m. Similarly, to the log piles, there is no exact correct choice for
sigma z in the literature. However, testing of this critical parameter is important especially
when the near field is the focus of attention, i.e., in the development of safe distance zones.
The choice of a conservative value is always recommended in these cases.
Sigma z most likely varies depending on the wind direction, wind speed and the atmospheric
stability and is therefore in reality changing hourly. It is expected that the range of sigma z
values for the ship holds is in the region of between > 4m to ~ 10m or greater depending on
the meteorology. A sigma z of 10.2m (as per EPA recommendation) produces higher
concentrations especially in the first 200m than a small sigma z. A large sigma z is expected
to occur under weakly unstable atmospheric conditions, along the ship wind directions, and
under light to moderate winds ~ 3 - 5 m/s. Smaller sigma z’s are expected to occur in cross
wind directions (perpendicular to the ship), light winds < 3 m/s and stable atmospheric
conditions.
The TAS results from ship holds are likely underestimated in the near field under some of the
most frequent meteorological conditions to occur at the Port. This effect extends out to 1km
beyond the source as shown in Figure 2-5 using a unit emission rate and a 1-year 1dimensional meteorological data set at an inland location. Figure 2-5 shows the results of
using three different initial sigma z values of; 1.0m, 4.47m (as per TAS) and 10.2m (as per
US EPA). All other parameters in the model are kept identical. The values used by TAS
produces slightly higher results than a sigma z of 1m, which is incorrect. However, there is a
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significant difference between TAS value and US EPA, especially in the near field, out to at
least 300m, whereafter the three values generally converge, although never equal.
Figure 2-5.

Testing of Sigma z for ship holds

Concentration (ug/m3)

Ship Hold - Sigma z (m)
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

distance (km)
TAS sigma z 4.67

sigma z 10.2

sigma z 1.0

2.5 Receptors
The TAS modelling included 3140 discrete receptors. Figure 2-6 shows the location of the discrete
receptors. The modelling used a fine scale receptor grid network in the near field and then gradually
decreased the resolution in the far field. The receptor grid is adequate for the modelling conducted.
Figure 2-6.

TAS model discrete receptors overlain over the meteorological model domain.
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2.6 CALPUFF Model Control File
The TRANSFER.ZIP file supplied by TAS included 144 CALPUFF control input files for each of the
three years, this is a total of 432 CALPUFF control input files. The control files were labelled
‘log1_0hr.inp’ for log pile 1, hour 0 to ‘log6_23hr’ for log pile number 6 at hour 23.
A file comparison was conducted on all files in 2016. The results of this comparison are shown in
Appendix A. All the files were identical which is expected. The files differed in their file names and
their Input and Output files. Log piles were modelled individually to ship holds. There were 303 log
pile CALPUFF control input files. Each file included a single log pile of 10 individual square sources
for each hour of the day. The emission file for each CALPUFF control file was read from an external
VOLEMARB.DAT file – an hourly variable volume source emission file. Several hours were
examined to ensure that the emission profile was correct as per the model report. Figure 3-1 in the
Appendix A shows a single log pile stack emission rate at 13h00.
TAS used the correct CALPUFF model (Version 7.2.1), Level 150618.
The CALPUFF control files were generated by Lakes Environmental Calpuff View software.
ASG has carefully considered all the model input switches for the CALPUFF control file. All the
switches are acceptable except for; the maximum number of slugs/puffs released from one source
during one-time step which was set at 60. Similarly, the maximum number of sampling steps for one
puff during one-time step was set at 60.
TAS gives no explanation why these values were changed from their default values of 99, and 99 to
60 and 60. The default values were specifically determined by the model developers to safeguard
against a broken plume in the near field. The default value of 99 was determined to produce enough
puffs in each time step to prevent an uninterrupted plume without compromising on model efficiency
and run time too much.
It is not clear why TAS altered these parameters. It is possible TAS wanted to reduce the
computational run time by releasing a fewer number of puffs per source per time step. However, the
risk remains, that by choosing these values insufficient puffs are released. This can be a problem in
the near field where a high number of puffs are necessary to make sure that a plume is uninterrupted
when emitted from a source. A consequence of releasing too few puffs is that depending on the
environment into which the plume is released a discontinuous plume can result in either too high or
too low predicted concentrations especially for a receptor within the first 1000m of the release point.
ASG ran a quick model run over a full year for a single square volume source to test TAS values.
ASG found that there was no difference in predicted concentrations from the source to 2 km
downwind, when using the TAS values compared to the correct values. However, the meteorological
data that ASG used was a simple 1-year, 1-dimensional data for a flat inland station where the
meteorology is much less variable than that at the Port of Tauranga. It is impossible to say how these
model switches may affect three years of model results without running multiple tests. However,
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ASG believes that these effects are more likely to affect the peak concentrations and are unlikely to
affect the 99.9th percentile results of the report.
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3. Summary
ASG has been engaged by the NZ Environment Protection Authority (EPA) to conduct a review of
the Todoroski Air Sciences (TAS) ‘Air Dispersion Modelling of Methyl Bromide for the Decision
Making Committee’ of November 2020. This modelling report follows the hearing for the modified
reassessment of methyl bromide, with consideration of the parameters, model choices and inputs as
requested by the Decision Making Committee (DMC) in the Direction and Minute WGT023 and
WGT024, and as agreed to in the Joint statement of experts in the field of air dispersion modelling.
In particular the objectives of the DMC of the TAS modelling were;
- To provide information on the following points
o The wind speed or conditions in which ventilation should be delayed, with emphasis
on unstable or low wind speed conditions
o The buffer zones that would be required to ensure the 1-hour TEL is met at the 99.9 th
percentile level
Further, the DMC requested that the modelling should occur using the parameters, model choices and
inputs agreed to in the Joint statement reporting of the three rounds of expert conferencing. The DMC
requested isopleth contour maps to be provided to assist in deriving potential buffer zones.
The DMC has considered that ASG is an appropriate party to review the new modelling from TAS,
and has requested that the review should be limited to reviewing errors in the modelling itself, such as
identifying if inaccuracies are introduced due to errors in the modelling program, output processing or
other issues with the operation of modelling or processing of data. The DMC has emphasised that it is
not requesting a review of the selection of modelling protocol, processing procedure, or the
assessment and conclusion of the modelling output, except where a decision by the modeller results in
a fundamental error.
ASG has conducted a thorough review of the TAS modelling report as well as the model files that
were provided. The following list of points provides a summary of the findings;
Emissions
- Log piles. ASG acknowledges and accepts that the new TAS modelled scenarios are not
exactly the same as those agreed in the three rounds of expert conferencing. ASG agrees with
the 3 application rate scenarios modelled, and agrees with the assumptions that 50% of the
original applied methyl bromide is available for release where 47% is released in the first
hour.
- Ship holds. Each ship hold was allowed to emit methyl bromide over 12 hours, where each
ship hold was opened every two hours. During the first hour, 21% of the original
concentration was released during ventilation assuming 17.5% headspace loss and 3.5%
released from log desorption. During the second hour, 18% of the original concentration is
released during ventilation assuming 17.5% headspace loss and 05% released from log
desorption. For the remaining 10 hours, 1% of the initial dose is released from log
desorption. These assumptions for ship hold emission rates are acceptable.
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Model Scenarios
- The scenarios conducted by TAS cover a wide range of; high, most likely high, moderate, and
most likely, methyl bromide application rates and recapture, and were sufficient for the reanalysis. However, ASG has a few minor points as follows;
o There were no scenarios of zero recapture on zero of the log piles. Considering zero
recapture on zero of the log piles is still occurring, this is actually the worst case and
should have been considered.
o 90% recapture for log piles seems an unrealistic target, especially when only 30% is
guaranteed. If 90% recapture is possible then it must be capped to a time frame.
o 50% recapture for ship holds also seems an unrealistic target, especially when zero %
is happening now.
o Log stacks and ship hold ventilations should not occur simultaneously. This is a
sensible mitigation strategy put forward by the applicant in 2019. The applicant
suggested ship hold ventilation at night whilst log stacks be fumigated in the day.
This is the reason the Joint statement specified nocturnal only ship hold modelling.
Source Characterization
Log piles. The characterization of individual log piles is as per the expectations of the Joint statement.
TAS generated small square volume sources and orientated the log piles on a west-east axis.
Consistent with log piles on the Port. The height of the source was estimated at 5m.
TAS chose too small parameters of sigma y,z – these are parameters that determine the initial plume
dilution at the point of release. Although it is recognized there is very little literature on these
parameters, in the event of being unsure it is always best to stick with the methods outlined by the US
EPA. The choice of these parameters by TAS may potentially underpredict the concentration from
the source out to approximately 130m by anywhere between 8% at 120m and 26% at 20m with slight
over predictions beyond 130m of 8%.
Ship holds. Similar as for log piles. TAS appears to have also chosen too small a value for sigma z
for ship holds. Although it is recognized that sigma z most likely varies with wind direction, speed
and atmospheric stability, a larger value of sigma z using US EPA methods would have been more
advisable, and would have likely produced more conservative results. Model results should err on the
conservative side, especially if being used to determine buffer\safety distances.
The TAS modelling has released methyl bromide from incorrect ship hold heights which vary in the
model from 25.4 for ship hold 1 and 28.7m for ship hold 4. Correct ship hold release heights are 8m
for all ship holds, where the ship hold is at 8m and the barge is at sea level, (0m). The effect of this is
to significantly underpredict the ground level concentrations, especially in the first few hundred
metres.
CALPUFF Control Files
A thorough review of all input and output model files as well as the CALPUFF model switches was
examined. Only one error was found in the CALPUFF control files and these pertain to the
maximum number of puffs released from one source during one-time step, and the maximum number
of sampling steps for one puff during one-time step. TAS incorrectly set these values at 60, rather
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than 99. These values are important as they were specifically determined by the model developers to
safeguard against a broken plume in the nearfield. This can be a problem in the near field where a
high number of puffs are necessary to make sure that a plume is uninterrupted when emitted from a
source. A consequence of releasing too few puffs is that depending on the environment into which
the plume is released a discontinuous plume can result in either too high or too low predicted
concentrations especially for a receptor within the first 1000m of the release point. However, simple
tests on a simple one-year meteorological file showed that there were no significant differences and
ASG expects this affect is more likely to affect the peak concentrations rather than the 99.9th
percentiles of the report.
Other model files
All other model files (Emiss, CALSUM, CALAVE and CALMAX) were considered for accuracy and
consistency and were considered acceptable.

3.1 Conclusion
In conclusion the TAS model is underpredicting by at least 20-50% for each ship holds and for log
piles, especially in the near field (from the source until approximately 300m), and less out to 2km. .
Ship holds and log piles are being underpredicted due to the too small choice of the initial vertical
dilution parameter (sigma z), and sigma y for log piles. Further, ship hold predicted concentrations
are significantly underpredicted by the incorrect (too high) methyl bromide release heights provided
to the TAS model.
ASG also has some concerns about the TAS reconfigured model switches which has reduced the
number of puffs in each sampling time step by more than 40%. The real effects of this are not known
but could result in a discontinuous plume and could lead to spurious high and low concentrations.
This reconfiguration of default model switches is not recommended for near field assessments such as
this one.
ASG does not recommend any new modelling. The TAS modelling has already shown that methyl
bromide assessed at the 99.9th percentile regardless of application rate and recapture, would exceed
the 1-hour TEL limit of 3,900 µg/m3 at various distances from the modelled source. These same
results can be simply extrapolated by 30% out to 300m for both ship holds and log piles, together or
combined, and then 8% thereafter out to 2km for ship holds.
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4. Appendix A – Review of Model Files
4.1 Log Pile Input and Output Files
The input (meteorological, control file and source input emission files), and output (list file
concentration files) were compared against one another in sequential order to ensure all were
consistent and in working order. Below is a list of the key input and output model files for log stacks
in 2016.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_0hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_0hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_0HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_1hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_1hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_1HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_2hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_2hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_2HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_3hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_3hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_3HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_4hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_4hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_4HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_5hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_5hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_5HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_6hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_6hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_6HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_7hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_7hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_7HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_8hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_8hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_8HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_9hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_9hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_9HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_10hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_10hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_10HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_11hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_11hr.con !
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DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_11HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_12hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_12hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_12HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_13hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_13hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_13HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_14hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_14hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_14HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_15hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_15hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_15HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_16hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_16hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_16HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_17hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_17hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_17HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_18hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_18hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_18HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_19hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_19hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_19HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_20hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_20hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_20HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_21hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_21hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_21HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_22hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_22hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_22HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_23hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_23hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
***** LOG1_23HR.INP

4.2 Log Pile Emission Source Files
***** LOG1_0HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr00.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_1HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr01.SRC
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! !End!

! !End!

none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_2HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr02.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_3HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr03.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_4HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr04.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_5HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr05.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_6HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr06.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_7HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr07.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_8HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr08.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_9HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr09.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_10HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr10.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_11HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr11.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_12HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr12.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_13HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr13.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_14HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr14.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_15HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr15.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_16HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr16.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_17HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr17.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_18HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr18.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_19HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr19.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_20HR.INP
------------ ------------
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! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr20.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_21HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr21.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_22HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr22.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** LOG1_23HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr23.SRC
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*

4.3 Diurnal Profile of Ship Hold Emissions for Hour 00h
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4.4 Post Processing Review
CALAVE
******
SCN1_BLOCK1HR.INP
*****************
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\0HR.CON !
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! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! !End!

! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\1HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\2HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\3HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\4HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\5HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\6HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_7HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_8HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_9HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_10HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_11HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_12HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_13HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_14HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_15HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_16HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_17HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_18HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\19HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\20HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\21HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\22HR.CON !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\Zero\2016\23HR.CON !
Output data file extension
Default: .ave ! OUT_EXT = SCN1_BLOCK1HR.AVE !
Name of Output list file For run:
List-file Name
Default: CALAVE.LST ! LSTFILE = SCN1_BLOCK1HR.LST !

CALMAX
******
SCN1_BLOCK1hr_MAX.INP
*********************
ASCII timeseries file of Time-Block-Maximum values:
File Name
No Default
! PERFILE = SCN1_block1HR_max.TXT !
Binary CALPUFF-Format file of All maximum values:
File Name
No Default
! BINFILE = SCN1_block1HR_max.BIN !
Name of Output list file For run:
List-file Name
Default: CALMAX.LST

! LSTFILE = SCN1_block1HR_max.LST !

Input Files
----------Provide two Or more filenames For CALPUFF files To process
(place assignments between delimiters):
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\0HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\1HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\2HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\3HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\4HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\5HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\6HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_7HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_8HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_9HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_10HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_11HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_12HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_13HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_14HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_15HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
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! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_16HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_17HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\SCN1_18HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\19HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\20HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\21HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\22HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !
! INPFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALAVE\2016\23HR.CONSCN1_block1hr.AVE !

CALRANK
*******
SCN1_BLOCK_1HR_RANK.INP
***********************
Input File
---------File of modeled data (include path If desired):
File Name
No Default
! DATFILE = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPOST\CALMAX\2016\SCN1_block1HR_MAX.BIN !
Results File
-----------Name of Output list file of results For run (include path If desired):
File Name
Default: CALRANK.LST ! LSTFILE = SCN1_block1HR_rank.lst !

4.5 Log pile Emission Rate
Figure 4-1.

Log pile emission rate for hour 13h00 for one log pile which is made up of 10 square 6m x 6m
volume sources.

4.6 Comparison between CALPUFF Log and Ship Input Control Files
Input and output files as per each CALPUFF control file was examined to ensure completeness. The
control files for ships and logs were identical except for the different input and output file names and
different input variable emission files.
Comparing files log1_0hr.INP and SHIP1_0HR.INP
***** log1_0hr.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_0hr.LST !
CONC.DAT Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_0hr.con !
DFLX.DAT
Output * DFDAT =
*
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***** SHIP1_0HR.INP
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CALPUFF.LST Output ! PUFLST = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPUFF\ship\2016\ship1_0hr.LST !
CONC.DAT
Output ! CONDAT = D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPUFF\ship\2016\ship1_0hr.con !
DFLX.DAT Output * DFDAT =
*
*****
***** log1_0hr.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss2\log\2016\log1_vol_emiss_2016_hr00.SRC ! !End!
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
***** SHIP1_0HR.INP
------------ -----------none
Input
! VOLDAT=D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\Emiss\ship\2016\ship1_vol_emiss_2016_hr00.SRC ! !End!
none
Input
* VOLDAT= * *End*
*****
***** log1_0hr.INP
variable location And emission
parameters
(NVL2)

No Default ! NVL2 = 10 !

***** SHIP1_0HR.INP
variable location And emission
parameters
(NVL2)

No Default ! NVL2 = 5 !

*****

4.7 CALSUM
SUMMING AND SCALING TO COMBINE LOG STACKS TO SHIP HOLDS
6LOGS – summing together each individual log pile for all hour 00h for three years.
6
- Number of files
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log1_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log2_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log3_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log4_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log5_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\emiss2\CALPUFF\log\2016\log6_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\6log\2016\6log_0hr.con
T
- Compression flag For Output file (T, F)
1
- Number of species
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #1)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #2)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #3)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #4)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #5)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #6)
CALSUM Output file - Example CALPUFF Application
Sum of concentrations from 2 identical CALPUFF Files
Scale values by 0.5 before summing

SCENARIO 1 – Summing and scaling 6 log piles to 5 ship holds for hour 01h
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- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Output file Name

2
- Number of files
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\6log\2016\6log_11HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPUFF\ship\2016\ship1_11HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN1\2016\SCN1_11hr.con
T
- Compression flag For Output file (T, F)
1
- Number of species
2.10 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (aX+b) For Each species And Each file
324.28 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #2)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #3)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #4)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #5)
CALSUM Output file - Example CALPUFF Application
Sum of concentrations from 2 identical CALPUFF Files
Scale values by 0.5 before summing

SCENARIO 2 – Summing and scaling 6 log piles and 5 ship holds
2
- Number of files
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\6log\2016\6log_1HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPUFF\ship\2016\ship1_1HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN2\2016\SCN2_1hr.con
T
- Compression flag For Output file (T, F)
1
- Number of species
2.10 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (aX+b) For Each species And Each file
0.00 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #2)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #3)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #4)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #5)
CALSUM Output file - Example CALPUFF Application
Sum of concentrations from 2 identical CALPUFF Files
Scale values by 0.5 before summing

SCENARIO 3
2
- Number of files
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\6log\2016\6log_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPUFF\ship\2016\ship1_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN3\2016\SCN3_0hr.con
T
- Compression flag For Output file (T, F)
1
- Number of species
0.00 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (aX+b) For Each species And Each file
324.28 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #2)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #3)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #4)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #5)
CALSUM Output file - Example CALPUFF Application
Sum of concentrations from 2 identical CALPUFF Files
Scale values by 0.5 before summing
SCENARIO 12
2
- Number of files
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\5log\2016\5log_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPUFF\ship\2016\ship1_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN12\2016\SCN12_0hr.con
T
- Compression flag For Output file (T, F)
1
- Number of species
1.08 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (aX+b) For Each species And Each file
194.57 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #2)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #3)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #4)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #5)
CALSUM Output file - Example CALPUFF Application
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- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Output file Name

- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Output file Name

- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Output file Name

- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Output file Name

Sum of concentrations from 2 identical CALPUFF Files
Scale values by 0.5 before summing

SCENARIO 13
2
- Number of files
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\6log\2016\6log_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALPUFF\ship\2016\ship1_0HR.CON
D:\Jobs\NZ\DMC\CALSUM\SCN13\2016\SCN13_0hr.con
T
- Compression flag For Output file (T, F)
1
- Number of species
0.60 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (aX+b) For Each species And Each file
162.14 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #2)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #3)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #4)
1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 1 .0 - Scaling factors (file #5)
CALSUM Output file - Example CALPUFF Application
Sum of concentrations from 2 identical CALPUFF Files
Scale values by 0.5 before summing
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- Input file Name
- Input file Name
- Output file Name

5. Report Limitations
This Report has been provided by Atmospheric Science Global Limited (ASG) subject to the
following limitations:
1. This report has been prepared for the particular purpose outlined in the proposal and no
responsibility is accepted for the use of the Report, in whole or in part, in other context or for
any other purposes.
2. The scope of ASG services are subject to restrictions and limitations. ASG has not performed
a complete assessment of all possible conditions or circumstances that may exist at the site
referenced in the Report.
3. Conditions may exist which were undetectable. Variations in conditions may occur and there
may be special conditions pertaining to the site which have not been revealed and which have
not therefore been taken into account in the Report.
4. The passage of time affects the information and assessment provided in this Report. ASG’s
opinions are based on information that existed at the time of the production of the Report.
5. Any assessments and advice made in this Report are based on the conditions indicated from
published sources and the investigation described. Further, no warranty is included that the
actual conditions will conform exactly to the assessments contained in this Report.
6. Where data and reports have been supplied by external sources or the client, it has been
assumed that the information is correct unless otherwise stated. No responsibility is accepted
by ASG for incomplete or inaccurate data supplied by others.
7. This Report is provided for the sole use by the Client and is confidential to it. No
responsibility whatsoever for the contents of this Report will be accepted to any person other
than the Client. Any use which a third party makes of this Report, or any reliance on or
decisions made based on it, is the responsibility of such third parties. ASG accepts no
responsibility for damages, if any, suffered by any third party as a result of decisions made or
actions based on this Report.
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